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This extraordinary water based acrylic seal concentrate is reinforced with urethane for added
durability and and exceptional wear properties. DURA SEAL is especially effective on concrete
and terrazzo floors. DURA SEAL has been formulated to make it less sensitive to amine based
floor strippers. Floor finishes placed over this product can normally be stripped off without
affecting the seal, thereby adding to the life of the surface being coated.

DURA SEAL may be applied by roller, rayon mop, or even by spraying. For best results, two coats
may be applied an hour apart, and more the next day if desired. This product levels beautifully,
and is capable of making even damaged surfaces appear like new. For example, terrazzo or filled
travaltine (marble) floors that have had run-ins with acids or other damaging chemicals appear
rough or "bumpy." After preparing the surface, apply two coats of DURA SEAL. Wait 24 hours and
burnish the floor dry with a 2000+ rpm burnisher. Apply two more coats, and again wait another
24 hours to burnish. This process can continue for 2 of 4 more coats if needed. The results are
sensational.

Appearance..................................Milky white emulsion
pH................................................ 8.5-9.5
Specific Gravity........................... 1.01
Non-Volatile (solids content)........ 18.0
Durability...................................... Excellent
Slip Resistance............................ Exceeds 0.5 minimum average static

coefficient of friction (James Machine)
Removability................................ Good, w/John-Henry® Mop-N-Strip
Coverage..................................... 1000 - 2000 sq. ft/gallon
Drying Time................................. 30-45 minutes (under normal conditions)
Leveling........................................Very good
Minimum Application Temp...........50° F
Storage Temperature................... 36° F minimum, 120° F maximum
Storage Stability.......................... Excellent, 1 year under normal conditions
                                    Chemical Resistance
Grease.............No Effect Motor Oil...........No Effect
10% HCL...........No Effect Gasoline...........Slight Softening
10% KOH..........Slight Softening Vinegar.............Slight Softening
Brake Fluid........Slight Softening CocaCola..........No Effect
Ethylene Glycol..No Effect Xylene..............Softening
Butyl Cellosolve..Dissolved Alcohol.............Softening
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55 gallon, #9213-03P
6 gallon pail, #9213-06P
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